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Abstract 

Current transistorized coil ignition (TCI) system consists of ignition coil and spark plug, 
whose electrical properties, structure and gas composition determine entire discharge 
processes and therefore the early stage of combustion. In this work, a new measure-
ment and diagnostic technique were developed and tested to investigate the early 
phases of spark ignition process. The spark discharge of commercial TCI system was 
analyzed by using spatio-temporally resolved optical emission spectroscopy to find out 
the Interrelation of the characteristic evolution of discharge with the formation of reac-
tive species inside the activated volume. 

The emission spectra of inductive spark discharge in atmospheric air were measured 
at the range of wavelength from 300 to 800 nm, while the secondary voltage and cur-
rent of spark ignition system were acquired simultaneously. An optical probe with line-
arly arranged glass fiber bundle was used to achieve spatial distribution of emission 
intensity vertically along the electrode gap of spark plug. At the same time, the time 
series of emission spectra were illustrated by using the precise gate shift operation of 
intensified CCD camera mounted on the spectrograph. 

The emission of electronically excited species such as molecular nitrogen, atomic ox-
ygen and electrode material were effectively measured with the spectral resolution of 
0.2 nm. During the abrupt increase of current in breakdown phase, only molecular ni-
trogen emission was exclusively detected. It was followed by the atomic oxygen and 
electrode material, which are closely related to the flame initiation and electrode wear 
respectively. The activated volume of spark discharge near cathode showed higher 
emission intensity for all the aforementioned species in comparison with the region 
near anode. The electronic, vibrational and rotational temperatures of the discharge 
were calculated by using additional spectra measurement at selective wavelength 
range with spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. Alongside the calorimetric measurement, the 
temperature profile over position and time allowed the quantitative evaluation of en-
ergy-transfer efficiency of spark discharge into the gas mixture. 
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1 Introduction 

Spark ignition is a way of initiating the combustion process of fuel-air mixture by gen-
erating electrical discharge in the combustion chamber of internal combustion engine. 
Current spark-ignition (SI) engines for passenger cars are equipped with transistorized 
coil ignition (TCI) systems, which comprise of an ignition coil and a spark plug for each 
cylinder. The ignition coil has primary and secondary coils, which provide high-voltage 
electric potential between the middle and ground electrodes of spark plug. The spark 
ignition is apparently the most important process of SI engine operation, since the ther-
modynamic condition of mixture at ignition timing directly affects the fuel consumption 
and the pollutant emission of the engine [1]. 
The conventional TCI system, however, acts as a technology which limits further effi-
ciency improvement, because the advanced combustion process results in unfavora-
ble thermodynamic condition for igniting the fuel-air mixture. Therefore, various types 
of alternative ignition systems have been developed and tested while aiming at extend-
ing ignitibility limit and/or reducing the burn delay. The application of non-thermal 
plasma has been recognized as the most promising solution in the recent decades. 
Nevertheless, the traditional combination of ignition coil and spark plug still remains as 
the only available mass-production ignition system due to its high cost-effectiveness 
and reliability at most of engine operation points. 
Spark discharge is a phenomenon with dynamic nature, thus it accompanies sudden 
changes in its physical property and close-to-zero repeatability in real experiment con-
dition. The term “spark discharge” may have to be recognized as a collective term 
describing a phenomenon, in which a plasma channel is generated with bright and 
sudden “flash” between two electrodes. In addition, the spark discharge process of 
automotive spark ignition system does not follow the well-known voltage-current profile 
of gas discharges [2], since in the case of coil ignition the charge carriers cannot be 
steadily provided with increasing discharge current as assumed in the gas discharge 
physics. 
This work aimed to characterize the spark discharge process for automotive applica-
tion by developing a package of diagnostic technique and analysis tool on the basis of 
established theory and experimental approaches in the gas discharge physics. Based 
on this experimental data, the sequence of reactive species formation and variation of 
discharge temperature were investigated and illustrated in the form of both spatially 
and temporally resolved information. There exist a great number of related previous 
studies and methodologies to be reviewed, but this literature work is instead to be 
properly covered in the authors’ publication [3]. The essential backgrounds for the ex-
perimental approaches and data analysis are included in corresponding sections. 

2 Experimental setup 

2.1 Spark ignition system and electrical measurement 

The spark discharge was generated between the central and ground electrodes of a 
commercial spark plug in atmospheric-pressure air. A commercial spark plug was 
mounted in a tinplate chamber, which ensures electromagnetic shielding from the sur-
roundings. The chamber and the entire measurement devices were placed in an air-
conditioned laboratory facility. A commercial ignition coil was used to provide ignition 
voltage to the spark plug electrodes. The discharge voltage was measured by a high-
voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A), and the current was measured by a current monitor 
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(Pearson Electronics 2877). The measured voltage and current were acquired by a 
four-channel oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 6030A with bandwidth of 350 MHz) 
with triggered data-logging function (Figure 1). 

2.2 Spectroscopic measurement 

The light emission of spark discharge was transmitted through a fiber-optic cable, in 
which seven glass fibers are linearly arranged at both ends (Figure 2). The glass fibers 
have core diameter of 100 µm and numerical apparatus of 0.22. One end of the cable 
was located in front of the spark plug electrodes, while the 3-dimentional positioning of 
the cable end was adjusted by using precise optomechanical devices (Figure 3). The 
other end of the cable was adapted to the entrance slit of a spectrograph, so that the 
light was transmitted while the spatial distribution of emission can be maintained. The 
spectrograph (Acton Research Corporation SP-2556 with focal length of 500 mm) was 
equipped with three different gratings, among them the gratings with density of 1200 
and 600 grooves/mm were used in the experiment. An intensified charge-coupled de-
vice (ICCD) camera (Princeton Instrument PI-MAX with full-size resolution of 1024x256 
pixels) was mounted to the spectrograph to record the spectra. The gain, gate timing 
and gate width were programmed by the Programmable Timing Generator (PTG) mod-
ule of the spectrograph. The PTG ensures a precise gate control in sub-nanosecond 
range. 

2.3 Calibration for spectroscopic measurement 

Precise calibration is necessary to minimize errors, which may arise from every part of 
the whole optical system. A calibration lamp using low-pressure discharge of gaseous 
mercury and argon (LOT-Oriel LSP035) was used for the wavelength calibration of 
spectrograph system and calculation of spectral resolution. The intensive atomic emis-
sion lines of mercury and argon lie from 200 to 450 nm and 700 to 800 nm respectively, 
thus these could cover the wavelength ranges of interest. 
Besides, the luminous intensity of the ray arriving the spectrograph may be locally re-
duced due to the inconsistent transmittance of the optical components, especially the 
fiber optics in this setup. To compensate this, the transmittance of the system was also 
calculated by measuring the continuous emission spectra of a tungsten calibration 
lamp (Osram WI 17/G). Here, the absolute transmittance was not able to obtain, but 
the spatial distribution of relative transmittance was calculated and used in the post-
processing of spectra. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

 

 
Figure 2: Linear bundle end of the fiber-optic cable. 

 

 
Figure 3: Configuration of spark plug and fiber optics with optomechanical compo-

nents. 

2.4 Signal synchronization 

The test campaign was designed to be driven by automated macro process of spec-
trograph control system. Figure 4 schematically shows how trigger signals of the meas-
urement system were synchronized. A measurements begins with giving start trigger 
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from the control PC of spectrograph to PTG. The PTG then generates a trigger to the 
function generator to charge the ignition coil. At the same time, another identical trigger 
is generated from the PTG to the oscilloscope to acquire voltage and current data from 
each measuring devices (probes). The PTG is also controlled by the spectrograph PC, 
in which the gate delay and gate width of intensified CCD camera can be controlled. 
The macro process is so programmed that the gate delay increases by gate width after 
each measurement. The gate signal for each measurement is also acquired by the 
oscilloscope simultaneously. 
The gate timing sweep scheme is illustrated in Figure 5 with secondary voltage and 
current profile. The initial gate width was set to 10 µs to secure both temporal resolution 
and sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. After 400 µs from the breakdown (start of discharge), 
the gate width had to become longer up to 100 µs, since the luminous emission of the 
glow discharge phase was much weaker than the breakdown and arc phase. This does 
not actually deteriorate the temporal resolution, because obviously a rapid change in 
physical properties in this phase is unlikely to occur. For each time step, the measure-
ment was repeated for ten times. 
In summary, three sets of electrical data – secondary voltage, secondary current, and 
ICCD gate time – and one spectrum are achieved after each measurement. This syn-
chronization scheme facilitates creating a time series of spatially-resolved spectra by 
arranging the spectra by each gate timing in the post-processing. 

 
Figure 4: Synchronization of main trigger with charge signal, oscilloscope trigger and 

gate time for spectrum measurement (PTG: Programmable Timing Generator). 
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Figure 5: Gate timing sweep scheme with two different gate width. 

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Time series of emission spectra 

Figure 6 shows the time series of measured emission spectra of spark discharge in 
two wavelength ranges. In this measurement, the central wavelength was varied from 
300 to 780 nm with 40 nm step by using the grating with 600 grooves/mm. In combi-
nation with the entrance slit width of 100 µm, the spectral resolution (FWHM, full width 
at half maximum) of measured spectra was calculated to be 0.2 nm. 
Here, the spatially-distributed emission intensities were added together and mean val-
ues of ten repetition were calculated. To highlight the temporal variation in emission 
lines, the spectra with time step of 10 µs were merged to show the spectra variation 
consistently with fixed time step of 100 µs. In Figure 6, only the first spectra at t=0 in 
each diagram were measured with time step of 10 µs. Each spectrum was normalized 
with its gate delay to fairly compare the emission intensity. 
In the whole wavelength range, the emission intensity was dramatically reduced just 
after the breakdown – around 90% on peak-value basis. Most of the emission peaks 
were easily recognizable on the basis of previous studies on atmospheric-condition air 
discharge [4, 5] and spectroscopic data [6, 7]. In the breakdown phase, nitrogen mol-
ecule (N2) emitted intense light – the second positive system (C-B) between 300 and 
400 nm and the first positive system (B-X) between 600 and 800 nm – with its distinct 
rotational-vibrational structure. As breakdown ended, the well-known atomic emission 
of oxygen (O 1) in 777 nm sharply increased. As the oxygen emission decreased grad-
ually, relatively intense and sharp emission lines were detected for around 200 µs. 
These peaks between 340 and 360 nm are the atomic emission lines of nickel (Ni 1), 
which is the one of the major elements of electrodes. This time scale approximately 
corresponds to the conventional definition of arc discharge phase. After then, roughly 
in the transition towards glow discharge, the molecular ion of nitrogen (N2

+) emission 
– the first negative system in 391 nm – became as intensive as the N2 emission. After 
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400 µs, no sudden change in spectrum took place, and the intensity decreased globally 
until the end of discharge. 
 

 
Figure 6: Time series of emission spectra of spark discharge. 

3.2 Spatio-temporal distribution of reactive species formation 

The measured spectra were post-processed to track the formation of reactive species 
within the spark discharge. Four emission peaks were selected: 
 N2 C-B (0, 0) emission at 337.0 nm, 
 Ni I atomic emission at 341.4 nm, 
 N2

+ B-X (0, 0) emission at 391.2 nm, and 
 O I atomic emission at 777.1 nm. 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of peak intensities in color on time and position axes. 
Each diagram in this figure – and some of the following figures – contains seven strips 
of data, which represent the light emission transmitted via seven glass fibers. The “po-
sition” denoted here represents the vertical position from the ground electrode (anode), 
thereby the upper most strip corresponds to the closest position to the central electrode 
(cathode). Each data point is an averaged value of ten repetitions. 
In all the four diagrams, the upper half of the region generally shows higher emission 
intensities than the lower half. This indicates that the formation of these species occurs 
more actively near the cathode than the anode. As watching the variation on the time 
axis, the time, in which each species formation is most active, lies side by side for the 
four species. Since the emission intensity represent the concentration of excited spe-
cies, this result clearly identifies the dynamics of the early spark discharge process by 
establishing the sequence of reactive species formation.  
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Figure 7: Spatio-temporal distribution of peak intensities of reactive species along 

with the secondary voltage. The y-axis of each diagram represents the spatial posi-
tion from ground electrode of spark plug. 

 

3.3 Temperature calculation process 

The emission spectra, especially those of diatomic molecules like N2 or OH, have been 
widely used to calculate the temperature of gas discharges [8-10] and also of hydro-
carbon flames [11]. Since the electron and heavier neutral molecules are often not 
equally excited, the temperature of gas discharge cannot be defined simply as that of 
the gases in ambient condition. Commonly used terms are the electronic (Tel), vibra-
tional (Tvib) and rotational temperature (Trot) to describe electron and gas temperatures, 
which are not equal in most of plasma under non-equilibrium condition [12-13].  
For the temperature calculation, higher spectral resolution is beneficial since the rota-
tional structure of a diatomic molecule can be obtained. In this set of experiment, the 
grating with 1200 grooves/mm was selected, and the FWHM was calculated to be 
0.1 nm. Two central wavelength of 355 and 385 nm were chosen: In 355 nm, N2 C-B 
(0, 1) can be measured with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, in 385 nm, both N2 C-B and 
N2

+ B-X (0, 0) can be measured. 
An open-source spectrum simulation program [14] was integrated in an iteration rou-
tine. This in-house program runs the spectra simulation program with a matrix of tem-
peratures (Trot, Tvib, Tel) and generates simulated spectra. For each measured spec-
trum, the sum of square error was calculated to find the best fit with the least error 
among the matrix of simulated spectra. 
 

3.4 Spatio-temporal variation of discharge temperature 

In the analysis of following temperature estimation, a wider time step was used in order 
to increase signal-to-noise ratio for the calculation with less error. The data of break-
down phase was unchanged with its own 10 µs time step, but for arc and glow phase 
the previous time steps were merged to 100 and 200 µs respectively. 
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3.4.1 Rotational and vibrational temperatures – from N2 emission at 355 nm 

The rotational (Trot) and vibrational temperatures (Tvib)of discharge were obtained by 
comparing measured spectra with simulated spectra at wavelength between 345 and 
365 nm. In this range, N2 C-B emission is found with two distinct peaks – vibrational 
band (0,1) at 357.6 nm and (1,2) at 353.6 nm [15]. Figure 8 shows samples of best-fit 
results from breakdown and glow discharge phases. These temperatures are also 
illustrated in spatio-temporally resolved style in Figure 9. The Trot in breakdown phase 
reached only 500 K, while the temperature increased immidiately from the next time 
step. In glow discharge phase between 600 and 1000 µs, the Trot increased up to 3300 
K, and the discharge cooled down slowly with time so that the Trot was still about 2200 
K at the very end of the discharge. The Tvib in breakdown phase was by far higher than 
Trot by reaching 5000 K. In glow phase Tvib showed similar tendency as for Trot. The 
temperatures obtained here in arc discharge phase between 100 and 400 K seems 
controversial, since the Tvib was calculated to be by far lower than Trot [13]. The validity 
of this part of result will be discussed in the last section. 
 

 
Figure 8: Best-fit results for (a) breakdown and (b) glow discharge phase for wave-

length between 345 and 365 nm. 
 

 
Figure 9: spatio-temporal variation of (a) rotational and (b) vibrational temperature of 

spark discharge.  
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3.4.2 Electronic temperature – from N2 and N2
+ emission at 385 nm 

The electronic temperature (Tel) was obtained by comparing spectra at wavelength 
between 375 and 395 nm. Here, N2 C-B emission with (0,2) band at 380.4 nm and the 
band head of N2

+ B-X emission (0,0) at 391.2 nm are located. Figure 10 shows the 
best-fit results for breakdown and glow phase. Here, one can clearly notice the 
difference in the shape of spectra for two examples. The difference results from the 
relative intensity of N2

+ at 391.2 nm over N2 at 380.4 nm. The N2
+ emission was almost 

neglibable in breakdown phase, and as a result an extremely high Tel up to about 18000 
K was obtained. After then, as also well illustrated in Figure 6, the N2

+ emission 
increases rapidly and disappears rather slowely until the end: Oppositely, the Te was 
reduced and maintained its level at around 10000 K (Figure 11). 
 

 
Figure 10: Best-fit results for (a) breakdown and (b) glow discharge phase for wave-

length between 375 and 395 nm. 
 

 
Figure 11: Spatio-temporal variation of electron temperature in spark discharge. 

 

3.4.3 Summary with error analysis 

Figure 12 illustrates the sum of square error for each best-fit results for two wavelength 
ranges. The darker the color of surface is, the higher the error is, i.e. the more the 
measured and simulated spectra deviate. Thus, it clearly indicates that the reliability of 
results for Trot and Tvib is insufficient especially in the arc discharge phase between 0 
and 300 µs. This verifies what caused the conflicting results discussed with Figure 9. 
Two reasons possibly account for this result: First, there exist numorous and intense 
atomic emission of nickel during arc phase, which overlap in large part with the existing 
N2 emission. Second, even though there exist some measured spectra with relatively 
less intense Ni peaks, the N2 emission does not show its distinct rovibrational structure. 
This may results either from a severely non-equilibrium state of discharge or an error 
induced from limited spectral resolution. 
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For Te calculation, the sum of square error was globally higher than previous case, but 
this resulted from a wider “oscillation” of rotational structure and wavelength offset of 
measured spectra, as typically shown in Figure 10  between 375 and 380 nm. Looking 
into best-fit results individually, this can be improved by investing more computing 
effort with shorter and more temperature steps. 
In summary, Figure 13 illustrates the spatially-averaged temporal development of Trot, 
Tvib, and Tel of the spark discharge. The data points resulting in high sum of error are 
partly masked to avoid any misleading information. 
 

 
Figure 12: Sum of square error calculated from the best-fit results. 

 

 
Figure 13: Temporal variation of rotational, vibrational, and electronic temperature of 

spark discharge. 
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4 Conclusions 

The spark discharge of conventional automotive spark ignition system was investi-
gated by measuring the time series of spatially-resolved emission spectra in atmos-
pheric-pressure air condition. The experimental approach developed in this work was 
capable of resolving the electrode gap of spark plug in seven individual strips. The 
synchronization of electrical and spectroscopic measurement enabled to reconstruct 
the measured data into time series of information. 
The major findings and remarks in this work are the following: 
 
 The time series of peak intensity from selected reactive species showed a 

distinct sequence in order of N2–O–Ni–N2
+. 

 The emission intensity was higher in the cathode-near region than in the an-
ode-near region for the entire wavelength range. 

 The breakdown phase showed the most intensive emission, which mainly 
consists of the emission from N2 C-B transition and B-X transition. The rota-
tional temperature (Trot) of breakdown discharge was calculated to be 500 K, 
vibrational temperature (Tvib) was about 5000 K. Electronic temperature(Tel) 
reached 20000 K and was the highest during the entire spark discharge pro-
cess. 

 The arc discharge phase was characterized by strong atomic emission of oxy-
gen at 777 nm followed by increase in metallic emission, in this work from 
nickel. The nickel atomic emission was also more intensitve in cathode-near 
region. These emission clearly verifies the electrode wear process of spark 
plug. 

 In the glow discharge phase the metallic emission disappears and only weak 
N2 and N2

+ B-X emission remain. The emission intensity ratio of N2
+ to N2 in-

creased within the transition into glow discharge, and this had a correlation 
with the increase in Trot up to 3000 K and decrease in Tel down to 10000 K. 
The Trot was not relaxed to ambient temperature and remained to 2200K even 
the discharge process ended. 
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